Goshala BJ animal care

January 2022

Dear patrons of Goshala BJ animal Care,

Hope all is well with you and your loved ones. We are sharing a few updates from our end.

1. Highschool/Corporate employee volunteer opportunities.
2. Rescue & Rehabilitation
3. Ongoing support in Goshala San Martin
4. Future Communication

**Goshala San Martin** - Monthly food (Hay & Grains) gets delivered and cow Bhawani’s medical treatment has been taken care of. Cow Bhawani had unfortunately come down with a repeat pink eye infection and needed a complete round of antibiotics treatment. Antibiotics worked and her eye has recovered from the infection, but she needs a careful watch to prevent any further infections.

**Rescue & Rehabilitation** - Alongside our current efforts in San Martin, we are preparing ourselves for rescue and rehabilitation efforts in the wider community. We are exploring the possibilities in san martin goshala to take in rescue cows/farm animals. Optionally, we will reach out to other sanctuaries who either have a rescue and rehabilitation program of farm animals especially for cattle in their place or are actively intaking more rescue cows who have been through neglect, abused or have been saved from a slaughter factory and need support. We wish to support their rescue and rehabilitation programs with Food, Vet or housing needs. Ensuring every donated dollar reaches the farm animals in need, we will be visiting these places in person.
Highschool/Corporate employee volunteer events - Goshala San Martin has very limited resources to accommodate a bigger group of volunteers. In January, we hosted a trial volunteer event and communicated through WhatsApp groups for sign-ups. We had 3 high schoolers and 2 employees sign up and helped out scrubbing the water bins, picking up trash, cleaning animal pens & giving neck rubs along:-)
We wish to be able to host monthly volunteer opportunities for corporate employees & high schoolers. If you are a high schooler or a corporate employee available to volunteer in future, please send us an email at: goshalacowfood@gmail.com so we can send you the sign-up form for future volunteer events.
Communication- we will be setting up official communication emails ids to share/distribute the administration work. The goal is to eventually be transitioning from current email to the new official email ids. We will keep you communicated throughout the transition.

Our work is far from over. Please continue to spread the word with your friends & family. Your donations are helping with the food, housing and medical needs of these innocent beings.
All of the background work is done by the passionate volunteers, we would appreciate it if you can continue to send us your suggestions.

Volunteers- Goshala BJ Animal Care  
**email**- goshalacowfood@gmail.com  
**ph. no:** (669)842-0758  
**Instagram**- Goshala_animal_care

[www.goshalabjanimalcare.org](http://www.goshalabjanimalcare.org)